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This paper addresses the problem of automatic reconstruction of ancient artifacts from archaeological fragments. The technique
described here focuses on pairwise matching of flat fragments (typically fresco fragments), and it is intended to be the core of a
larger system for artifact reconstruction. Global registration techniques are challenging due to the combinatory explosion that
happens in the solution space: the goal is to find the best alignment among all possible ones without an initialization. This
fact defines the duality between performance and correction that we face in this work. The proposed technique defines a cost
function to evaluate the quality of an alignment based on a discrete sampling of the fragments that ensures data alignment.
Starting from an exhaustive search strategy, the technique progressively incorporates new features that lead to a hierarchical
search strategy. Convergence and correction of the resulting technique are ensured using an optimistic cost function. Internal
search calculations are optimized so the only operations performed are additions, subtractions and comparisons over aligned
data. All heavy geometric operations are carried out by the GPU on a pre-processing stage that only happens once per fragment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Reconstruction of ancient artifacts from fragments found at the archaeological sites, is a tedious task
that requires many hours of work from the archaeologist and restoration personnel. Historically, this
reconstruction process has been manual, occupying a major proportion of the human effort at excava-
tion sites. In fact, since the assembly work is so time-consuming and labor-intensive, the reconstruction
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is not even attempted at countless sites around the world, leaving vast quantities of material unstudied
and stored indefinitely.
Advancements in low-cost, high-volume acquisition devices and computer systems performance have
provided a new tool for archaeologist to face the problem of reconstruction. Operating on digital mo-
dels of the fragments can rapidly and systematically consider many thousands of possible fragment
alignments and combinations. The final goal of these techniques is reducing the amount of candidate
matches between fragments, and providing an automatic or semi-automatic tool for archaeologist to
recompose the original artifact efficiently.
In the last years, the problem of reassembling fractured 3D objects has gained an increasing impor-
tance, and several different approaches have been developed. Most of them perform the search based
on the geometry of the fragments, since it represents the only constraint that must be strictly satisfied:
one fragment can not penetrate another. In this way, the stated problem is closely related to the cha-
llenging problems of shape matching and 3D scan alignment in Computer Graphics and Vision, adding
the extra non-penetration constraint.
1.1 Problem Statement and Technique Overview
The proposed technique takes as input data two 3D digital models of flat archaeological fragments and
outputs the rigid transformation matrices that maximize the contact area between their surfaces. The
goal of this paper is not solving the global puzzle, but providing a fast/robust technique to perform the
necessary intermediate comparisons between pairs.
Results achieved always ensure that, for the calculated alignment, there are no penetrations be-
tween fragments and that the solution corresponds to the global minima.
The kind of fragments considered are very common in archaeological sites: flat fragments that can
be disposed on a 2D surface, being a typical example fresco fragments. These are assumed to have
their upper and lower faces aligned to the X   Z plane, being the lower face laying on the Y = 0
plane (Fig. 1). This alignment is normally performed manually during the data acquisition stage, but
it can also be automatized by segmenting data as explained in [Huang et al. 2006], and applying least
squares to infer the optimal planes that contain the upper and lower faces.
Given these constraints, the solution space to search in has three degrees of freedom, making this
approach suitable to solve the same problems faced in [Brown et al. 2008]. The main difference with
this technique is that ours optimizes the total alignment error by minimizing a cost function that con-
siders the entire edge of the fragment, instead of a local patch. This allows us to perform a hierarchical
search strategy that increases performance considerably, and that would not yield into an enormous
speedup in Brown’s .
Unlike most of the common approaches in automatic reconstruction, like [Koller and Levoy 2006;
Huang et al. 2006], the proposed technique does not perform a forward search using descriptors ex-
tracted from the geometry of the fragments. Instead, we discretize the solution space into an equi-
spaced set of alignments and we evaluate the quality of every possible combination. The best match
between the two compared fragments is the alignment that produces the highest score.
The quality of an alignment is evaluated by using the LCP (Largest Common Pointset) metric, which
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Fig. 1. General overview of the proposed technique: (left) two fragments P and Q, with their associated projection planes, ⇧P
y ⇧Q, and the cartesian coordinate system (u, v, w) associated to each one. Dots represent the calculated samples, colored to
facilitate the understanding of the ilustration. Lines connecting samples represent the distance between the projection plane
and the surface of the fragment. (right) distance measurement between fragments in a given alignment. Notice how samples
in both surfaces are aligned, and the distance calculation between facing ones is trivial. 3D models are courtesy by Vienna
University of Technology.
where P and Q are two fragments, p is a sampled point in P , q is a sampled point in Q, and ✏ is a
tolerance given by the user that indicates if two points are close enough to be considered as matching.
The value of ✏ depends on how eroded the compared fragments are, and has to be empirically estimated
using known matchesf. Normal values are in the range of [0.1%..2%] of the average fragment size.
To efficiently calculate the corresponding point q that is aligned to a point p in the other fragment,




), which are per-
pendicular to the X Z axis. This way, the degree of freedom associated to the rotation over the Y axis
corresponds to the orientation of the projection plane, and the two degrees of freedom associated to the
translation are calculated based on the cartesian system (u,w) defined by the plane. (Fig. 1).
In order to keep samples aligned, the total amount of discrete displacements over axis u is deter-
mined by the sampling resolution of the fragments, whilst the value of v remains continuous.
Major contributions on this paper are:
—A discrete characterization of fragments and alignments that allows us to perform all heavy geome-
tric operations by the GPU on a pre-processing stage, and ensures data alignment.
—A hierarchical characterization of fragments.
—A hierarchical search strategy with a very high performance.
—An optimistic cost function that ensures convergency and global correction of the hierarchical search
strategy, that operates on the hierarchical characterization of the fragments.
1.2 Document Organization
Section 2 gives a background on related previous techniques. In section 3 the proposed technique is
explained in detail: subsection 3.1, covers the way 3D models are pre-processed to speed-up search.
Subsection 3.2 introduces a simple exhaustive search approach. As expected, achieved results are
always correct but execution costs are excessive. To speed up results, while keeping correction, sub-
sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 progressively introduce a hierarchical strategy that ensures convergency to
the global solution, while considerably reducing execution cost. In Section 4 achieved results with each
technique are presented and compared. Finally, in section 5, major conclusions are highlighted and
future improvements to the proposed technique are introduced.
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2. RELATED WORK
Automatic reconstruction from fragments with computer-aided techniques is a challenge that has been
studied for many years [Willis and Cooper 2008]. This discipline can be seen as a specific application
of Surface Registration techniques, which deal with the most general problem of finding a meaningful
relation (or mapping) between the elements of a given input set of shapes [van Kaick et al. 2010].
2.1 Registration techniques
In general terms, the most common classification of the existing registration techniques differentiates
between local and global strategies. This distinction is related to the way the solution space is explored:
global techniques perform a complete search looking for the best solution, whilst local techniques
perform a partial search, being the achieved results strongly dependent on the initialization.
Almost all global algorithms perform the search using descriptors extracted from the considered
models, given that the size of the problem faced makes extremely inefficient to consider all the sampled
data. In this respect, multiple descriptors have been proposed based on curvature [Gal and Cohen-Or
2006; Li and Guskov 2005] or integral invariants [Huang et al. 2006; Gelfand et al. 2005]. To calculate
the descriptor’s alignment, there are techniques based in combinatory optimization [Gelfand et al.
2005; Okatani and Sugimoto 2005], random algorithms RANSAC [Li and Guskov 2005; Shan et al.
2004] or forward search [Gal and Cohen-Or 2006]. The result of these strategies is a coarse alignment
between the input shapes that is generally used as initialization for local search algorithms.
The success of local search strategies is strongly conditioned by the results achieved in the global
search stage. Given that in this second stage the goal is to refine the given initialization alignment, the
final result may be a local minima. The most prominent example of local search is the ICP (Iterative
Closest Point) algorithm [Besl and McKay 1992; Chen and Medioni 1992], which alternates between
the calculation of correspondence between samples and the calculation of the alignment transforma-
tion [Arun et al. 1987]. There are many variations of the original algorithm, that can be found properly
classified and detailed in [Rusinkiewicz and Levoy 2001].
2.2 Automatic Reconstruction from Fragments
The first approach in this discipline faced the problem of solving jigsaw puzzles [Freeman and Garder
1964]. This kind of problem considers a set of constraints that considerably simplify the correspon-
dence search: each fragment is rectangular, with exactly four neighbors, and pieces fit together via
interlocking “indents” and “outdents” [Brown 2008]. In [Wolfson et al. 1988], a solution for bigger puz-
zles was proposed, also assuming that pieces had four sides, and efficiently calculating the alignment
error between each couple of sides. A most recent technique [Goldberg et al. 2004] avoids to assume
four-sided pieces, automatically differentiating between “indents”, “outdents” and straight sides.
Contour matching techniques provide solutions for more general problems, without distinguishing
between specific edges of features. Applied to 2D domains, some of the most outstanding techniques
can be found in [da Gama Leitão and Stolfi 2002; Papaodysseus et al. 2002; Kong and Kimia 2001;
Hori et al. 1999] and the references therein. A very common extension of contour matching techniques
in archaeological fragment reconstruction are pottery re-assembly techniques. These are applied to
revolution surfaces and can take advantage on the additional constraints of axial symmetry, torsion
and curvature to guide the search process [Karasik and Smilansky 2008; Willis 2004; Kong and Kimia
2001; Üçoluk and Toroslu 1999].
Surface matching techniques are applied to more general problems, considering 3D input data, and
providing solutions to problems with six degrees of freedom. In these kind of techniques the combina-
tory explosion in the solution space makes exhaustive searches prohibitive. The first approach in this
area was presented in [Papaioannou and Karabassi 2003; Papaioannou et al. 2001], with the under-
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lying assumption that the fractured faces were nearly planar and the matched each other completely.
Using a projective space, GPU depth maps where analyzed to reconstruct the original object. Then,
Sanford’s Digital Forma Urbis Romae project [Koller and Levoy 2006] dealt with heavily eroded frag-
ments, whose fractured surfaces sometimes did not even touch each other. In this approach, instead
of using the geometry, reconstruction is done by matching incisions on the fragment’s top surfaces.
The technique described in [Huang et al. 2006] reassembles solid objects by first identifying fractured
regions, and then generating clusters of feature patches for alignment-based matching. In addition,
this approach also introduces an effective technique for multi-piece global matching of fragments. Fi-
nally, [Brown et al. 2008] exploits the orientation constraints of flat fragments to achieve a simple,
fast matcher based on edge geometry. The proposed technique analyzes exhaustively every possible
alignment of a pair of fragments in a few seconds.
As suggested in [Toler-Franklin et al. 2010], search process can be enriched by additional criteria, in
addition to the geometric one. Thus, including color and texture information, may provide better results
in certain cases [Sagiroglu and Ercil 2006; Fornasier and Toniolo 2005]. However, when considering
multiple properties, a classifier is required to estimate the quality of a given alignment, according to
all considered criteria [Funkhouser et al. 2011; Shin et al. 2010].
Multi-piece matching techniques are applied to the global reconstruction of the original object. Tak-
ing as input data pairwise matches, these techniques deal with the assembly of larger clusters. The
main difficulty is that small errors in alignment between adjacent fragments leads to gaps and inter-
penetration. To solve this problem, most of the techniques apply a global relaxation step to optimize
fragments alignment. Some works on this line can be found in [Castañeda et al. 2011; Zhu et al. 2008;
Huang et al. 2006; Goldberg et al. 2004].
The work described in this paper faces the same problem that [Brown et al. 2008] did, but it uses
a more complex search strategy: instead of performing an exhaustive analysis, we add some opti-
mizations that considerably accelerate the execution time. For each possible alignment, its quality is
evaluated using GPU data, similarly to [Papaioannou and Karabassi 2003; Papaioannou et al. 2001].
3. METHOD
This section covers the details of the proposed technique, which is divided in two stages: pre-processing
of the fragments, and searching between pairs.
Pre-processing stage is explained in subsection 3.1. Subsection 3.2 introduces a basic exhaustive
strategy whose main disadvantage is performance. To speedup the search process, a hierarchical stra-
tegy is introduced in subsections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, which face the main bottlenecks of the exhaustive
approach: orientations, displacements and cost function evaluation, respectively.
To prevent correction loss, the proposed approach ensures that the searching process always con-
verges to the optimal solution without stopping in local minima.
3.1 Fragment Pre-Processing
During the search process, lots of comparisons between pairs of fragments have to be done. These
comparisons involve two main operations: (1) uniformly sampling each fragment to calculate distances
between its visible surface and the projection plane, and (2) adding these distances between facing
samples to compute the quality of each evaluated alignment.
The first type of operation only depends on the topology of each fragment, while the second type
depends on which pair of fragments are compared, and the specific alignment evaluated. It is also
important to notice that while the first kind of operation requires hard computation, including geome-
tric transformations, visibility tests and discretization operations, the second type of operation can be
performed using simple additions. The goal of the pre-processing stage is to perform all these costly
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operations that only depend on each fragment, producing results that can be used in as many com-
parisons as needed in further searches. This way, the search process can be performed by using only
simple operations over pre-processed aligned data.
To pre-calculate the projective distances of fragments, the proposed technique uses GPU (Graphic
Processor Unit) computing capabilities, which is very similar to the approach presented in [Papaioan-
nou et al. 2001]. The main difference with this technique is that we do not make the assumption that
the fractured faces are nearly planar and they match each other completely. This way, a major number
of cases have to be considered, and makes the approach suitable for more general problems.
GPUs can efficiently solve geometric transformations by using a specific wired unit in the graphics
pipeline (Transform Clipping and Lightning). The use of depth buffers, combined with stencil buffers,
allows us to perform visibility tests in screen-space with hardware acceleration and, given the discrete
nature of generated images, the rasterization unit performs all the heavy calculations needed to get
uniform samples over the surface of fragments.
Given these advantages, the way to measure distances to the surface of the fragment consists in
calculating the orthographic projection matrix defined by the angle of the plane, and rendering the
depth buffer into a frame buffer object. The resolution of the depth buffer used determines the number
of samples calculated, and the precision of measures is considerably high.
3.2 Exhaustive approach
Exhaustive approach, also known as naive search, is the most basic approach. Its main advantage
is that it always produces the correct results, avoiding local minima. On the other hand, its main
disadvantage is related to performance: it has to evaluate all possible alignments between fragments
to find the best match.













in (1) correspond to the orientation of both fragments, and  
u
corresponds to the
relative displacement along the u axis, defined by the projection plane, and illustrated in Fig. 1. The
cost function detailed in (2) takes as input data an alignment, and returns a natural number greater
than 0 that corresponds to the amount of matching samples in both fragments that are close enough
to be considered as matching.
Given that all possible alignments have to be compared, the total amount of evaluations of c(A) can
be expressed as:
O(m,n) ⇡ m2 ⇤ (2n  1) (3)
where m is the number of orientations considered, and n is the number of samples calculated.
The 2n  1 term in (3) represents the total amount of displacements that can be performed, in order
to keep samples from both fragments aligned. The m2 term in (3) means that, for every orientation in
fragment Q, every orientation in fragment P has to be compared. However, notice how there are lots





To reduce the number of combinations calculated, it can be assumed that one fragment (P ), is only
studied for k equi-spaced orientations, whilst the second (Q) is studied for the whole m orientations,
being k < m. The value of k has to be great enough to fully characterize P , but low enough to simplify
the search process. This way, k is not related to the size of the fragment, but to the convexity of its
surface: the more self-occlusions on the surface of the fragment, the bigger value of k. In practice,
values for k in the range [6..16] have provided results equivalent to k = m.
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The final amount of alignments to be evaluated can, then, be expressed as:
O(m,n, k) ⇡ (m ⇤ k) ⇤ (2n  1) (4)






]|u|⇥|w|, where ✓k is the orientation of the projection plane, |u| and |w| represent the
sampling resolution over axes U and W , respectively, and each element p
i,j
stores the calculated dis-
tance between the (i, j)th sample and the projection plane ⇧
✓
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= k ⇤ 2⇡/m, being m the discretization resolution on rotations.
Since alignment between samples is ensured by the proposed characterization, given two fragments
(P , Q) and a discrete displacement of fragment Q over U axis ( 
u











































To calculate the cost function of an alignment (5), first we need to calculate the maximum displace-
ment  
v
of fragment Q over V axis that produces contact between the surfaces of fragments (6). Then,
given the calculated  
v
, for each pair of aligned samples p
i,j




2 Q, it has to be evaluated if
they are close enough to be considered as matching (7), where ✏ is the tolerance introduced by the user.
Notice how the distance between the projection plane and the surface of the fragment does not affect
the technique, given that  
v
ensures that contact between both fragments always happen.







Fig. 2. Cost function evaluation for two centered fragments ( u = 0). (left)  v calculation stage. Minimum distance is marked
as blue samples. (right) Score calculation applying the  v displacement. Matching samples, according to ✏, are marked in purple.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code to perform an exhaustive search.
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ALGORITHM 1: Exhaustive search
best null;
for ✓P  0 to 2⇡ step 2⇡/k do
for ✓Q  0 to 2⇡ step 2⇡/m do
for  u   |u|+ 1 to |u|  1 step 1 do
A Alignment(✓P , ✓Q,  u);




The goal of this optimization is to reduce the computational cost associated to the (m⇤k) term shown in
(4), that is caused by the exhaustive exploration of orientations in the solution space. By introducing a
binary hierarchical search, we intend to achieve an execution cost of O(m) ⇡ log2(m) for the best case
execution scenario.
We propose a hierarchical fragment characterization based on Levels Of Detail (LOD), defined as:
(1) Each fragment is characterized as a set of log2(m) + 1 LODs.
(2) Each LOD
x
covers the full 2⇡ orientations, and is made up of 2x distance matrices.
(3) Each distance matrix P[✓1..✓2[ = [pi,j ]|u|⇥|w|, of a given LODx covers 2⇡/2x orientations.
(4) Each element of the distance matrix p
i,j
stores two values: the maximum and minimum projective






This way, it can be said that LOD1 refines LOD0 with two distance matrices P[0..⇡[ and P[⇡..2⇡[, which
are called children of P[0..2⇡[ 2 LOD0, and provide a complete and disjoint partition of their father.
The proposed hierarchical search starts by comparing coarse representations of fragments and, re-
cursively, refines the most promising ones until the finest Level Of Detail (LOD) is reached. When
this happens, the search stops returning the resulting alignment as the result. For the technique to
converge to the global solution, avoiding local minima, the cost function of each alignment in an inter-
mediate LOD has to be evaluated in an optimistic way. This makes necessary to extend equations (1)










































From (8) it can be appreciated that now, we compare a unique orientation of fragment P with a
range of orientations of fragment Q, which correspond to a distance matrix of a given LOD of Q. The
cost function (9), as it did before, evaluates how many samples are close enough to be considered as
matching. To do so, first it calculates  
v
using maximum projection distances (10) and then, it evaluates
the distance between facing samples using minimum projection distances (11).
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P P P P
Q
Q Q Q
Fig. 3. Angular search process. Fragment Q is represented in the middle orientation of each distance matrix rotational interval.
Purple boxes show the most restrictive distances in each case (which determines the value of  v), green boxes show matching
samples, and blue boxes show non matching samples. Notice how, in four iterations, ambiguity is highly reduced and the solution
converges to the optimal one. Also notice how the value of  v decreases in each iteration, and how some previously matching
samples fail the Match() test in later alignments.
As it can be appreciated in Fig. 3, samples in children distance matrices always have minimum dis-
tances greater or equal than their father, and maximum distances smaller or equal than their father.
This means that the value of  
v
decreases as the representation is refined, since it uses maximum
distances. In the other hand, since the value of the Match() function depends on  
v
and the minimum
distances, as the representation is refined the value returned by this function is monotonically decreas-
ing. According to this property of the metric, it can be ensured that the search process converges to the
optimal solution without stopping in local minima.
The search process starts by initializing a heap with k alignments: one for each k orientation of
fragment P , facing fragment Q represented in LOD0. The heap stores all evaluated alignments sorted
in descending order according to their cost function. Each iteration, the alignment (A) in the root of the
heap (the one with the highest cost function value) is popped and refined into another two alignments

















































⌘ A 2 LOD
x
: A1, A2 2 LODx+1
For each one of the two new alignments the cost function has to be evaluated in all possible dis-
placements. The maximum score achieved is the one we use to insert each new alignment into the
heap. This process continues until the root of the heap is an alignment in the finest LOD. In this case,
the alignment is returned as the result of the problem. Fig. 3 shows a graphical representation of the
proposed search process.
3.4 Hierarchical Displacements
In this case, the goal is to reduce the computational cost associated to the (2n   1) term shown in (4),
caused by the exhaustive exploration of displacements in the solution space, given the orientation of
the fragments. By introducing a binary hierarchical search, we intend to achieve an execution cost of
O(n) ⇡ log2(n) for the best case execution scenario.
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As happened with orientations, LODs are used to characterize fragments (Fig. 4 left) as follows:
(1) Each distance matrix is represented as a set of log2(n)+1 displacement LODs, being n = Max(|u|, |w|).
(2) Each LOD
x










⇥ 2x if |w| > |u|.
(3) Each element p(i, j) of the distance matrix in LOD
x
stores three values: the maximum projective
distance dp(i, j)e of samples dp(k, l)e 2 LOD
x+1, being i ⇤ 2  k  i ⇤ 2 + 1 and j ⇤ 2  l  j ⇤ 2 + 1,
the minimum projective distance bp(i, j)c of samples bp(k, l)c 2 LOD
x+1, and the total amount of
samples |p(i, j)| contained in |p(k, l)| 2 LOD
x+1.
Searching strategy for displacements is very similar to the one for orientations, and the same re-
strictions in the cost function have to be applied to ensure convergency: it has to be monotonically














































In this case, notice how an alignment (12) now indicates the displacement,  
u
, and also the LOD
in which this alignment is represented. As happened in (10), in (14) maximum distances are used
to calculate  
v




Search process starts with a heap containing only one alignment, in which both fragments are re-
presented in LOD0. The heap stores all evaluated alignments sorted in descending order according to
their cost function. Each iteration, the alignment (A) in the root of the heap is popped and refined into






































































⇤ 2 + 1, LOD
 +1
⌘
This means that, when refining an alignment in a given LOD, three children alignments are inserted
into the heap (Fig. 4 right): a centered one, a left displaced one and a right displaced one. The heap is
then sorted according to the cost function of each alignment, and the process continues until the root
element is an alignment in maximum LOD. In this case, this is returned as the result.
In Fig. 4 it can be appreciated how convergency for cases B, C, D, E, F, H, J and K can be demon-
strated as we did for hierarchical orientations: all facing samples have already been evaluated in the
parent alignment, in which minimum distances were smaller, maximum distances were greater, and
the amount of contained samples were also greater. Cases G and I present an extra ambiguity given
that they have two parents and, in none of them, all the facing samples have been compared. How-
ever, it can be demonstrated that a child alignment with two parents will always have a cost function
smaller or equal than one of them, which is sufficient to ensure convergency in the proposed approach.
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Fig. 4. Hierarchical displacements. (left) A fragment represented in three diferent LODs. Red dots show samples at maximum
resolution, whilst blue boxes represent samples in the illustrated LOD. Associated numbers to each box correspond to the value
of |pi,j |. (right) Search process from LOD0 to LOD2. Each box represents a sample. Marked in green are the samples compared
in case B, in blue the ones compared in case C, and in purple the ones compared in case D. Marked in red are the samples
without a corresponding one in the other fragment.
3.5 Full Hierarchical search
Given the previous two optimizations, it makes sense to combine both to perform a full hierarchical
search. The technique proposed here is an orientation-driven search that, in an outer loop hierarchi-
cally explores the orientation of both fragments and, for each alignment in a given LOD
✓
, an inner
loop hierarchically explores displacements. The goal of the inner loop is to calculate the value of  
u
that maximizes the cost function of the alignment passed by the outer loop, whilst the goal of the outer
loop is to find the global solution to the stated problem.
Each iteration of the outer loop (Algorithm 2) pops an alignment from the heap, and inserts two
new alignments. Each child alignment is passed to the inner loop (Algorithm 3) in order to compute its
maximum value of the cost function and, according to this value, is stored in the sorted heap of active
alignments in the outer loop. When the best active alignment is in the maximum orientation LOD, it
is returned as the solution to the problem.
By combining these two optimizations, the excessive amount of evaluations of the cost function pro-
posed in the exhaustive approach O(m,n, k) ⇡ (m⇤k)⇤(2n 1) gets reduced to O(m,n) ⇡ log2(m)⇤log2(n)
in the best execution case scenario. However, the third bottleneck associated to the evaluation of the
cost function (which has to perform |u| ⇤ |w| calculations per alignment) is still not solved.
To do so, and without loss of correction, when evaluating displacements of an alignment in the inner





to perform very fast evaluations of the cost function when the uncertainty of the representation is
high, and progressively achieve more precise results, as we approach to the global solution. Given that
the proposed cost function is optimistic, convergency is ensured and, despite that the lack of precision
in coarse representations may lead to perform some unnecessary comparisons, the increase of global
performance fully justifies the proposed optimization, as we show in the next section.
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ALGORITHM 2: Hierarchical orientation-driven search
H  Heap() :
for ✓P  0 to 2⇡ step 2⇡/k do










































ALGORITHM 3: Hierarchical displacement search BestDisplacement(A)
Data: An alignment A
Result: The best displacement for orientations specified in A
begin
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This section empirically evaluates the correction and performance of the proposed technique using
a set of ceramic fragments compound by 21 pieces. It is important to notice that comparisons are
performed considering only pairs of fragments, and results are expressed as the average search time
for each possible combination. The goal is, then, to prove the performance and correction for pairwise
comparisons, no matter how big the set of fragments is.
For larger datasets, where the combinatory explosion of potential matches can lead to a great per-
formance loss, a higher level global search strategy should be implemented to efficiently discard po-
tentially bad pairs of fragments. This problem is out of the scope of the proposed technique, but can
be implemented easily using the concepts explained here: if the orientation-driven search illustrated
in Algorithm 2 is initialized with all the possible pairs of fragments, the first result achieved will be
the best pair among all possible ones. Given that each iteration of the hierarchical algorithm the most
promising alignment is selected and refined, potentially bad alignments are automatically discarded.
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This way, with a different initialization, this technique can be extended to hierarchically evaluate all
possible pairs (N to N matching instead of 1 to 1).
4.1 Description
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed technique, a set of flat ceramic fragments from the seven-
teenth century has been used. As it can be seen in Fig. 7 (left) fragments are very eroded, and the
fractured edges do not match between them perfectly.
All test have been executed in a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i7 computer with 4GB of RAM. The 3d models of
the fragments have been acquired using a Konica Minolta Vivid 9i laser scanner and a turning plate.
The average acquisition time, including partial view registration and global remeshing of the scanned
point-clouds, has been around an hour per fragment. Resulting 3d files present an average triangle
count of about 100K triangles.
An example of the 3d models used for evaluation purposes is shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. A real fragment (left) and the acquired 3D model (right).
Each fragment has been pre-processed once per each resolution of the evaluations performed. The
maximum pre-processing time has been below 20 seconds, when calculating 1024 orientations with
1024 sample points in the U axis and 16 points in the W axis. Considering that, in a normal execution,
one fragment has to be pre-processed only once and that the acquisition time is much bigger, these
times can be considered as not significant.
In order to compare among the different proposed techniques, 36 different searches between all
pairs of fragments have been executed. Each search is characterized by the amount of orientations
considered (from 25 to 210) and the sampling resolution on the fragment’s surface over axis U (from 25
to 210). Fig. 6 shows the average execution time for each technique.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between execution times obtained with the proposed techniques for different input data sizes.
4.2 Evaluation
Given that the goal of this approach is to solve the pairwise matching of fragments, and not to solve the
global puzzle, a result is considered to be correct if the transformation returned is the global minima
of the stated cost function. Global correction considering all the fragments is out of the scope of this
technique, and is highly conditioned by the ambiguity of the set of fragments considered: a higher level
technique to reconstruct the original artifact should discard the matching pairs that contradict the
common goal.
During the tests, all techniques have returned exactly the same results for each couple of fragments
compared. This was expected given that, in this paper, it has been formally demonstrated that the
hierarchical strategy always find the global minima solution.
Local minima results only exist when the sampling resolution is too low, given the irregularities
of fragments’ surface. In the evaluation set used, the maximum fragment size was smaller than 20
centimeters meaning that, with a sampling resolution over U axis of 1024, the separation between
samples was always smaller than 0,019 millimeters (which is similar to the scanner resolution). When
a local minima solution appears, due to under-sampling, it appears in all proposed techniques.
After performing all the tests, the only difference between proposed techniques was the execution
time: naive search (top-left) shows an exponential computing cost, that increases regularly as the size
of the problem increases. Hierarchical displacements (top-center) attenuates the effect that causes the
increase of samples considered, and makes the execution time more linear depending on the resolution
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over U axis (notice that the X axis of the charts uses an exponential scale). By using hierarchical
orientations (top-right), the effect of the number of angles considered is reduced significantly, being the
final cost almost logarithmic to the amount of orientations. When these two techniques are combined
(bottom-left), both improvements are combined, and the overall execution time behaves almost linearly
to the global size of the problem.





, we achieve the final hierarchical technique (bottom-center), which speeds-up the naive
results more than 20.000 times in the most complex problem, and provides the technique an execution
cost linear to the size of the problem. Given that, in the proposed hierarchical technique, the displace-
ment and orientation searches evolve simultaneously, only problems with the same resolution in both
parameters are efficiently evaluated. If we consider only these combinations (bottom-right), it can be
seen how the resulting technique behaves linearly to the size of the problem: O(n) ⇡ n, being n the
resolution of angles/displacements considered.
Fig. 7. Evaluation with real fragments. (left) Some of the fragments used to evaluate the proposed technique. (right) One of the
results achieved during the search process.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a discrete global registration technique applied to the automatic
reconstruction of archaeological flat fragments.
Starting from a simple cost function and an exhaustive search strategy, several improvements have
been proposed to speed up results without loss of correction. By introducing a hierarchical characte-
rization of fragments, and adapting the cost function and search strategy to this data, a hierarchical
technique has been developed that only uses addition, subtraction and comparison operations to per-
form the search. All heavy calculations are executed by the GPU in the pre-processing stage.
Theoretical and empirical evaluations of the proposed strategy have shown a huge performance
increase, that makes the resulting technique behave linearly to the size of the problem.
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In future works two main extensions to the proposed technique are going to be done: (1) parallelize
the search algorithm to speed-up the execution by running the technique in a GPGPU (General Pur-
pose GPU) and (2) extend the technique to handle full 3D models without rotary restrictions.
First optimization is intended to focus in the cost function calculation, given that each pair of facing
samples can be independently computed. Since the search loop is hierarchical, and dependent on pre-
vious results, a computing restriction is added that makes parallelization very hard to code, and that
affects performance dramatically.
Second optimization implies a combinatory explosion in the solution space that may increase consi-
derably the execution time. However, given that new degrees of freedom impose new restrictions on the
possible solutions, ambiguity during the search process is expected to decrease faster than in the cu-
rrent approach. In fact, previous implementations with two dimensional data, presented much higher
ambiguity (and more searching iterations) than the results shown in this paper.
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A. DEMONSTRATION OF CONVERGENCY FOR THE HIERARCHICAL DISPLACEMENTS APPROACH
To ensure convergency in the hierarchical displacements strategy is necessary to prove that a child
alignment with two parents will always have a cost function smaller or equal than one of them. In Fig.
4 it can be appreciated how convergency for cases B, C, D, E, F, H, J and K can be demonstrated as we
did for hierarchical orientations. However, cases G and I are more complicated.
Considering that both cases are symmetrical, we focus the demonstration using case G, shown in
detail in Fig. 8, where the nomenclature used for the next equations is explained.
The first thing to prove is that the value of  
v
decreases as the alignment is refined. For this, we take
the facing samples from case C and compare them with the ones from case G as follows:
(dc1e   dg1e) ^ (dc01e   dg01e) ! dc1e+ dc01e   dg1e+ dg01e
(dc2e   dg3e) ^ (dc02e   dg03e) ! dc2e+ dc02e   dg3e+ dg03e

























no matter which value takes  G2
v
.
Once proven that the value of  
v
decreases as the alignment is refined, to prove that the cost function
value also decreases, we distinguish between two cases: 1) |C1| 6= 0, and 2) |C1| = 0.
The first one is easier to demonstrate because, if C1 has matching samples, it can be said that:
|G1|+ |G2|  |C1|
|G3|  |C2|
For the second one, where C1 has no matching samples, it can be demonstrated that:
|G1| = 0
(|G2|+ |G3|  |C2|) _ (|G2|+ |G3|  |B1|)
considering that the fragment is a closed 3D model, without discontinuities.
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Fig. 8. Demonstration of convergency for case G. (left) both parents, B and C of case G, where matching samples colored
with the same criteria as Fig. 4. (right) nomenclature used for the demonstration, taking as exmple case C: Ci represents two




v represents the distance between
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